FSA Store is the only e-commerce site exclusively stocked with FSA-eligible products. In addition to products, FSA Store offers educational resources to help consumers better understand and manage their accounts, including an Eligibility List, a Learning Center and FSA Calculators.

TOOLS TO TRACK EXPENSES
Easily estimate how much you can save by having an FSA

CALCULATE FUTURE SAVINGS
Estimate the long-term savings with an FSA

FSA ELIGIBLE SEARCH TOOLS
Discover products and services covered by an FSA

MAXIMIZE TAX SAVINGS
FSAs have a triple tax advantage, meaning that contributions, qualified distributions and interest are tax-free.

Find FSA Information Including Eligible Products and Services
Search the comprehensive FSA Eligibility List to learn about covered medical services and everyday products.

Calculate Yearly Savings
Wondering how much to set aside for an FSA? Use the FSA Calculators to estimate healthcare expenses for the year.

Have questions about FSAs?
Read through the FSA Learning Center to get answers to popular questions about these accounts.